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Since 1959 state governments have been reorganizing their transportation
function. This paper provides a current perspective on the movement to
state departments of transportation. Public wishes and federal mandates
first shaped the evolving state role in transportation into one centered
almost exclusively on highways. By the late 1960s, the monumental scale
in highway building, particularly of the Interstate system, appears to have
precipitated an erosion of the values placed on highways, especially at the
national level. State values and priorities are highly individualistic, however, so the movement to state departments of transportation has been
an uneven one. Since some 28 states have now formed transportation departments, this is an opportune time for a comparative analysis of states
according to whether they have departments of transportation. Our statistical and quasi-experimental analyses indicate that states with departments of transportation differ significantly from those without, in terms
of both socioeconomic development and modal emphases. The future
of the movement appears uncertain and may well depend on future federal policies.

A majority of the states have now established departments of transportation, but the movement that began
with Hawaii in 1959 appears to have peaked in about 1973
with six new departments of transportation created that
year and tapered off to five in 1974 and one in 1975. As
of March 1975, there were 28 state departments of
transportation and 15 more were being considered. Our
purpose is to provide a current review and analysis of
the state department of transportation movement and,
we hope, an improved perspective on a major effort at
reorganizing state governments. Our approach is first
to develop a broad context; federal influences a1·e highlighted as being central to this context. Secondary data
sources are then used in a comparatl.ve analysis of
states that have formed departments of transportation
and states that have not.
BACKGROUND
In studying the department of transportation option,
states have examined their total range of transportation
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activities conceptualized an organizational form to
match these functions, and rationalized this with political realities (1, 2). The department of transportation
movement has-attracted numerous observers from academia. For example, Ashford (3) commented on the
role of state govel'lunent in transportation and argued
persuasively that states should move to departments of
transportation. Larson (4) reviewed the historic roles
of the state in transportation and pointed out functional
areas in which a broader perspective is needed. RuBino
(5) examined state departments of transportation in existence through 1970. He identified two general types
of organization-hierarchical and equal potential-and
implied that state transpo1·tation agencies have not developed the strong executive structure appropriate to
the state transportation function. Tomazinis (6) examined the role of states in urban mass transportation,
focusing on whether the states are prepared to deal with
urban transit, since their experience is dominated by
highways and has a rural bias. Bennett and DeWitt (7)
identified the reasons that states have moved toward de partments of transportation, concluding that the reasons
are persuasive and the move will probably continue.
Even as this change in state government is in process
and its merits or demerits are being debated, the context is changing. At the national level, for example, the
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 contains provisions
best implemented through a department of transportation,
i.e., substitution of transit for interstate segments. But
more important-indeed, the basis for the federal action-is the ch:mging state of society. There appears to
be genuine public concern for having a broad-minded approach to transportation. While no one fully understands
how, or whether, a state department of transportation
can provide a wider range of options, there is a strong
sense that out of organizational change may come improvement.
By 1900 several forces were directing state and federal attention toward highway transportation to the virtual exclusion of other modes: Railroads, city dwellers,
bicycle clubs, automobile clubs, mail carriers, and
school boards all added to the clamor for good roads.
Indeed, there was national concurrence with the statement made at the 1894 Minnesota Good Roads Conven11
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tion, "To sum up, a perfect highway is a thing of beauty
a11d a joy fo1·ever" (8, p. 7).
Both state and feaeral governments translated this
public support into action. By 1929 all 48 states had
highway departments and had funded them through a very
efficient tax collector, the gas pump. The Federal-Aid
Road Act of 1916 created a federal/state road-building
partnership that was primarily aimed at meeting rural
needs. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1934 created
a fw1ding process that institutionalized highway engineering and highway planning. This act also set penalities to prevent state governments from spending
gas tax money except for highways. The Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1956 established a federal highway trust
Iund and 90 percent federal funding for a system of Interstate and National Defense Highways.
With the passage of the 1956 act, which launched
11 tJ1e greatest public works project in the histo1·y of the
wol1d" (9, p. 18), state and federal support fo11 highways
1·eached lavish high-water mark. And it is important
to note that scarcely any questio1ting or contrary voices
were heard from the American public during this halfcentury. In fact, a Gallup poll taken in May 1956 showed
that 76 percent of the American public agreed that there
was a need for express highways between cities.
But single-minded attention to optimizing vehicular
flow led to inevitable clashes between highway builders
and those concerned with other urban activities. These
clashes provided the first evidence that an era of uncritical public acceptance of highways and automobiles
was endi11g and that governmental devotion to highways
must likewise end.
With the Fede1·al-Aid Highway Act of 1962, Congress
attempted to make highway planning continuous (not
project by project), comprehensive (not isolated from
nontransportation objectives), and cooperative (between
federal, state, and local communities)-the 3Cs-but the
results were at best mixed. The institutional strength
of state highway departments, supported by a continuing
public clamor for more and better roads, the absence of
an effective mechanism for the articulation of broad
community values and goals, and the mechanical complexity of the 3C planning process all conspired to subvert the lofty ideals voiced in the legislation and in the
policy documents prepared by the Bureau of Public
Roads (10). Comprehensive transportation plans were
most often massive freeway plans justified by average
Ja.ily Lra.Hic cuunLto projected into an apparently unchanging future.
Major institutional change came with the creation of
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) in 1967.
DOT moved to promote balance in planning. It championed landmark legislation, e.g., the Rail Passenger
Sel'Vice Act and the Urban Mass Transit Assistance
Act of 1970. It also inevitably accelerated the state
depai-tment of transportation movement . Prior to 1967,
there were only two state departments of transportation,
Hawaii (1959) and New Je1·sey (1966) · now t11ere are 28.
Our purpose in the following section is to provide a
comparative analysis between states that have created
departments of transportation and those that have not.
It is worth noting that transportation is not the only area
of state government in transition. Examples of a new
vitality in state government since 1960 and a new willingness to address complex issues can be found in state
planning, budgeting, welfare, education, and all functional areas (!!).

a

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This analysis addresses factors independent of the institution of departments of transportation, such as so-

cioeconomic characteristics of the states, and possible
consequences of creation of a department of transportation, such as shifts in modal funding allocations. Our
intent is to answer, as fully as possible, the following
questions.
1. Do states with departments of transportation differ
from states without departments of transportation in
terms of socioeconomic development, state government
cha1·acteristics, relative importance of highways, and
state highway institutions?
2. Does creation of a department of transportation
appear to alter modal emphases? Do highways suffer?
Does urban public transit benefit?
3. Can we gauge the likelihood that the r emaining
states will create departments of transportation in terms
of their similarities to and differences from states that
now have departments of transportation?

The scope of these questions and the limited experience with departments of transport.1.tion preclude total
resolution, but we have attempted to organize the extensive available data in terms of a simple system framework. We first postulated that socioeconomic factors
are basic to a state's behavior and would directly influence the state's government structures and processes
as well as the state's transportation perspective. Highway influences and characteristics of state highway departments were next considered. Finally, we attempted
to gauge the outputs of the transportation system.
On the basis of preliminary scanning, the 48 contiguous states were divided into three groups:
1. No DOT: the 21 states that have not created a department of transportation: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado Indiana, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Texas, Utah Was hington, West Virginia, and Wyoming .
2. Late DOT: the 16 states that instituted departments of ti-ansportation between 1972 and 1975 a nd have
thus had relatively little time in which to demonstrate
changes in transportation policies and performance:
Arizona, California, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Kenh1cky, Maine, Michigan, Ohio, 01·egon,
South Dakota, Te1messee, Vermont, and Virginia .
3. Early DOT: the 11 states that instituted departments of transportation between 1966 and 1971, demonstrated high initiative in this movement, and have had
some time to demonsti·ate performance: Connecticut,
Dela.ware, Florida., Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin.

All of the following analyses are based on this classification. The general hypothesis being tested is whether
these groups differ in any orderly fashion. Many other
ways to classify states in terms of theil· transportation
agencies or otbe.r features are, of course, possible.
For example, a intriguing possibility would be to disaggregate the states in terms of the type of depadment of
transportation organization (e.g. , modal versus functional), but such a classification would be difficult since
there a.re various combined forms of departments of
transportation and continuous restructuring within the
departments of transportation.
Selected socioeconomic factors for the states were
assessed first (Table 1). The three groups, no DOT,
late DOT, and early DOT, were clearly different, with
the latter two being mol'e higbly developed in te1·ms of
industrialization, population density , urbanization,
wealth, and teclulical capabilities (as indicated by patent
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activity). While the late DOT states had higher values
than the no DOT states for all six factors, these differences were not generally large enough or consistent
enough to be reflected in the levels of statistical significance. Apparently the states that still do not have departments of transportation are not greatly unlike those
that have recently instituted departments of transportation.
We next examined a limited selection of some characteristics of state governments (12). There were no
remarkable differences among thethree groups of
states in terms of levels of expenditure, number of
elected officials, or total technical expertise in the
agency. While the successful institution of a department of transportation is greatly dependent on the characteristics of the state government, the essential characteristics are apparently not reflected in the basic
statistical parameters we used. However, states that
have historically been more innovative in terms of instituting a series or policy changes (13, p. 883) were
by and large quicker to establish departments of transportation.
The state's reliance on highways (in terms of use of
motor and special fuels per capita, vehicle registrations
and federal highway aid per capita, and absence of controversy over Interstate highway segments) is considerably stronger in states that do not have departments
of transportation, intermediate in those that have recently established them, and least in those that established them relatively early. This supports the logical
deduction that creation of a department of transportation
is more feasible in states that depend less on highways
for their transportation needs. Again, as with the socioeconomic factors, the differences between the no
DOT and the late DOT states were considerably fewer
than those between the no DOT and the early DOT states.
We thought that differences in the extent of highway
influence might be reflected in the state highway departments, but this was not the case for the present groupings. Differences among the three g1·oups were relatively small on state higl1way. revenue as a pe1·centage
of total state revenue, highway department payroll and
number of engineers as a percentage of the state
agency's totals, extent of diversions of highway funds,
and accumulated tenure of highway department directors
and chief engineers. On the basis of this information,
one would not infer that the relative strength of the state
highway department acts as a significant block to creation of a department of transportation. However, internal political factors are not accounted for in this analysis.
In considering the performance measures (Table 2),
we shift attention from factors that may have contributed
to the presence or absence of a department of transpor tation to the factors that may reflect its actions. Historically, the states that now have departments of transportation seem to have devoted at least as much effort
to highways as did states that do not now have departments of transportation. The investment in planning
was greater in states with a department of transportation,
work on the Interstate system progresses as fast, and,
although the early DOT states lagged slightly in commitment of non-Interstate highway funds, they more than
made up for it by spending more money than that required to obtain matching federal funds. There was a
slower rate of obligation of Interstate appropriations
by the early DOT states in 1973 than in 1968, counterbalanced by a relative increase in the rate of obligation
of non-Interstate appropriations. More notable is the
slower rate of completion of Interstate highways, both
urban and rural, by the early DOT states in 1973. On
balance, it appears that departments of transportation

have been less active in support of the Interstate highway
program than their highway department counterparts.
At this point such a conclusion assumes that the institution of the department of transportation is what made
the difference. Obviously, this is not the only possible
interpretation. Historical forces acting during this period may not have affected all states equally. The increase in federal matching support for non-Interstate
programs has different implications for a state that is
investing heavily in urban transit and a state that has
great need for rural roads. According to a recent survey of chief executive officers of state highway departments and FHWA directors in each of the states, there
are also perceived differences in support for public
highways, environmental consciousness and demands
for urban transit between more and less economically
developed states ( 17).
Effort directedTo transportation modes other than
highways varies considerably and systematically, with
states that have departments of transportation showing
higher effort (Table 3). States with departments of
transportation spend more (and intend to do so in the
future) on urban public transit and on airports. In sum,
states with departments of transportation display a
keener attention to nonhighway modes in both past and
planned expenditures.
Our findings to this point indicate major differences
among the three groups in terms of socioeconomic de velopment and performance in regard to both highways
and other modes of transportation. To attempt to separate the effects of socioeconomic factors from those
associated with the presence of a department of transportation, it is appropriate first to consider some
methodological points. In essence, what we have is a
research design in which the groups being compared are
not equivalent before the experimental treatment (creation of a department of transportation) takes place. Thus,
we must deal with the ambiguity of whether observed
differences are due to the treatment or to other changes
taking place, e.g., political switches or shifts in public
attitude within the states (21, 22).
Intuitively, one might consider that a matching procedure would resolve this ambiguity. That is, if one
picked subgroups of the early DOT states and of the late
DOT or no DOT states that were similar in certain characteristics at time 1, then any differences between the
two subgroups at time 2 would be attributable to the institution of a department of transportation. However,
as Campbell and Stanley (g) explain, this is not a se cure approach since it is subject to a statistical artifact
of regression to the mean. A standardized changescore analysis (23) appears to be appropriate to account
for differences among the three groups of states before
the institution of departments of transportation. Such
an analysis indicates that the early DOT states showed
a greater decline in the rate of obligation of Interstate
appropriations in 1973 (t = -1.91, p < 0.04) and in the
percentage of rural (t = -2.72, p < 0.01) and urban
(t = -1.80, p < 0.04) Interstate highways completed as
of 1973. However, their higher expenditure for airports (total and per capita) was not significantly different from that of the no DOT and late DOT states.
We are able to refine the results through multiple
time-series analyses (~. Basically this procedure
notes the behavior of the data series up to the point of
the intervention, then seeks to determine whether the
series behavior changes shortly after the intervention.
We looked for changes in slope for such measures as
rate of obligation of Interstate appropriations and percentage of completion of rural and urban Interstate highway systems. We performed such analyses for the
group of 11 early DOT states, for the 37 late DOT or
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Table 3. A cornparison of some indicators of performance concerning
various transportation modes.

Table 1. A comparison of socioeconomic factors.
Factor

No DOT

Manufactures, value added
per capita, $
Population
Urban population, percent
Income per capita, $
Patents per capita
Population per square
kilometer
Notes: 1

km 2

= 0.4

mile

Late DOT

Early DOT
Factor

860
2 530 100
59.4
2583
0.012

1170
4 731 300
60.0
2764
0.016

1530
5 895 100
73.1
3151
0.037

16.8

30.7

160.3

2

Differences among the three groups are all significant at the level of p = 0 01 Differences between the no DOT and late DOT groups are not significant except for manufactures, value
added per capita (p = 0 ,08), and population per square kilometer (p = 0 .06)
All data shown are for 1966 except manufactures, value added per capita (1976), and patents
per' capita ( 1960).

Table 2. A comparison of some performance measures concerning state
highways.
Factor
Interstate highway [unds
obligated (14)"
1968
1973
Non-Interstate highway funds
obligated (14)"
1968
1974
State funding above minimum
matching requirements
(1954-1970), ,i, of total expenditures (15)
Interstate highways
Non-Interstate highways
Designated urban Interstate
highways completed, 1,'
1965
1973
Designated rural Interstate
highways completed, '/,'
1965
1973
Total state highway planning
expenditures (16)
1966
1974

No DOT

Late DOT

Early DOT

336
285

346
285

316
222

329
277

332
260

276
263

6.9
26.6

8.7
34.6

12.1
44.9

47.5
80.1

55.6
82.5

48.5
72.1

39. 5
80.8

46.6
84.0

44.6
71 .1

1 165 000
1 694 000

1 876 000
2 558 000

2 190 000
3 354 000

Noioi Otfforellt:t.-S amomJ tho 1hraa gtOUJ,1'5 aro "Sigolflc.anun H1t! p • 0 .05 lc1Jol fer tot.at sun e
hlghwt1y l'llmming e1<pctndlt1.11111i In 1960 and n 1974 and gt 1ho p • Q.01 lcrv~l for lruet!lill lC l11ghwav fund, olJllgiued in 1073. non,tr,tunuiut hi9"way funds obli[Pt~ rn 1968, and SIAt~
lundiqg •ilHNo minimum m1uch1119 ri:quifumonu lor non,!ntor.1tau, hlohwoyt. Dirhmince:$ bo
l\tJOt'JO flO DOT o:n.<l l{Jle DOT llfiO .t.Tuomcar,1, ,n o,o r, . 0.08 revttl for 1ot.i1 note h1ghw:ay plnnning
U><pond lur , In 1966 ond in 1974.
•F,gu11!:; shown (clfcct lhd amount of npµ ,opriau~d (l!{foral fund:\ obfJouted by 1hct J\.olflr.l. An lo,
th!-~ uf 200 fndicatC1 the obligati<:m of oU lurid!I': from 1hei praviou, v<.-zir.: an lndnx o f 300 indlc.i:nes
obllna 1/t:10 ol ull fmuJ s
the current ye.a,: a, fi t1U1e above 300 fnti r.~,tcs the ()(11(: ntAgr. of funti"
obligated for the coming year.
"Data supplied by the Interstate Report Branch, Federal Highway Administration.
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no DOT states, for three trios of early DOT states
grouped by year of instituting the department of transportation, and for individual early DOT states.
The results were ambiguous. The group of 11 early
DOT st.ates showed a relative dip in both obligations of
Interstate funds and rates of completil1g Interstate systems compa1·ed with the 37 other states. Two of three
trios of early DOT states showed statistically significant
reduction in the obligation of Interstate highway funds
shortly after their departments of transportation were
instit:uted. However, for U1e individual states, the shifts
in U1ese highway performance measures did not follow
institution of a department of transportation in a neat
fashion; e.g., the substantial drop in Rhode Island's 1·ate
of obligation o.f Inte1·state highway funds appeared to begin tile year before its department of transportation was
created.
The early DOT states do exhibit some enhancement
of nonhighway mode activities and some decline in certain highway p1.•ograms, particularly Interstate, between
the nticl-1960s and early 1970s compared with the other

State transportation costs
devoted to nonhighway
modes(!,!!), 4,
1971
1989
State transportation costs
devoted to urban public
transit (!,!!), 1,
1971
1989
Expenditures o[ UMTA
funds (19 ), $
State expenditures for
airports, $
1967
1973
Projected needs for
1974-1990, assuming
no categorical funding
restrictions ~), $
Urban public trru1sit
Airports

No DOT

Early DOT

Late DOT

16.2
23.8

14.9
27 .1

30.8
45.7

5.8
9.7

9.8
18.5

22.0
35.4

2 218 000

14 374 000

21 936 000

489 000
697 000

1 266 500
2 829 800

3 951 000
14 609 000

206 000 000
250 000 000

568 560 000
320 000 000

1 392 560 000
387 500 000

Note: Several differences among the three groups are significant: state transportation costs de·
voted to nonhighway modes in 1971 fp = 0.05) and in 1989 (p = 0 01 ), state transportation
costs devoted to urban public transit in 1971 and 1989 (p = 0.01), state expenditures for airports in 1967 {p = 0.05) and in 1973 (p = 0 .01), and projected needs for 1974-1990 for urban
public transit (p = 0.01 ). The difference between no DOT and early DOT is significant for state
transportation costs devoted to urban public transit (p = 0.05) .

states. But we cannot attribute these relative shifts in
programmatic support to the actions of new departments
of transportation. Another plausible explanation is that
certain forces, possibly altered social values and political priorities in regard to transportation needs, that
emerged in some states enhanced the likelihood both of
creation of a department of transportation and of shifts
in support from highways to other modes.
SUMMARY

The state department of transportation movement springs
from a rich context. Historically, state governments
were guided and directed by the federal government in
creating highway departments, in funding them from
highway-user revenues, and in providing a rural program emphasis. Under detailed federal tutelage and
with massive public support, a highway-oriented transportation role emerged for state governments. A change
in national emphasis led to the establishment of the U.S.
Department of Transportation and the passage of numerous federal laws oriented toward broader ti·ai1sportation conce1·ns. There has been a concomitant lowering
of tlle national priol'ity for highways. But the states are
unique in theil' transportation needs and priorities, and
the issues he1·e deserve cai-eful study.
We ret:urn to the three questions posed earlier.
1. Do states with departments of transportation differ
from those without? In terms of socioeconomic development, they definitely do. In terms of the statistical
characteristics of state government, they do not do so
prominently. In terms of relative importance of highways, they definitely do. In terms of the characteristics
of state highway departments, they do not differ to any
substantial degree.
2. Does creation of a department of transportation
alter modal emphases? We cannot say that creation of
a department of transpol'tntion causes the changes noted,
but we can remarlc on the diffe1·ences between the early
DOT states and the others, including a g1·eater increase
in airport funding in states that have departments of
transportation in operation. Do highways suffer? Some
decrease in Interstate highway activity appears to have
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taken place in states that established departments of
transportation between 1966 and 1971. Does urban public transit benefit? After taking levels of state socioeconomic development into consideration, we conclude
it does not; the urban states tend to have the departments
of transportation.
3. Can we gauge the likelihood that the remaining
states will create departments of transportation in
terms of their similarities to and differences from the
states that now have departments of transportation?
Will the differences noted be reflected only in the timing
of the creation of departments of transportation or will
they not be instituted at all '? It is possible to speculate
directly on the logical candidate states for establisl1ment
of departments of transportation. Leaving aside Alaska,
the following listing reflects an orde1·ing in terms of
economic development ancl reliance on highways and
hence an assessment of the degree of similarity between
a given state and the present states that have departments of transportation: (a) states both relatively high
in economic development and low in projected highway
needs as a p&1·centage of tJ:anSportation needs for 1989:
Washington, Indiana, Colo1·ado, Missouri, Texas; (b}
states relatively high in economic development and moderate in projected hig hway needs: Minnesota, Nevada;
(c) states 1·elatively low in projected higl1way needs:
Alabama, Loujsiana; (cl) states witl1 mixed characteristics: New Hampshire, South Carolina· and (e) states
relatively low in economic development and high in
p1·ojected highway needs: Arkansas, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
utah, West Virginia, Wyoming.
It appea1·s that the rate at which states are forming
departments of h'ansportation is decreasing and, hence,
it is not unlikely that many of the states in the latter
categories of the listing above will elect not to create
departments of h·ansportation within the immediate
future, unless they are further prompted by changes
in federal policies.
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